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About This Game

A mysterious girl in the raincoat comes to the city submerged by rain.
Subside the rain and save the city by illuminating the lamp and stone posts with her little light on hand.

You’ll be the mysterious girl in the game.
Reveal who she really is as the rain in the city subsides gradually.
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Key features:

· Unique mechanic: Provides a brand new experience unlike any other.
· Evolving puzzles: The more puzzles you solve, the more different light abilities you receive to face the challenged ahead.

Lots of content:

· 9 chapters that includes more than 60 different levels, and more than 20 unique mechanics.
· Amazing hand-drawn 2D graphics: All levels are connected and gradually paint a complete picture of the city.

· Hidden collectibles: Collect all "Wicks" to reveal the city's hidden secret.
· Immersive score: Mesmerizing music that completely engulfs the player in its beautiful atmosphere.

Challenge for pro gamer on riddles:

· Collecting every wick on game scene
· Complete levels in the least steps

· Waking up every single robot in the city.
· Complete three of the above and you will gain a S stage glory to the chapter!
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Title: Flood of Light
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Irisloft
Publisher:
Irisloft
Release Date: 15 Jun, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 32bit

Processor: 2.3 GHz Dual Core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 4000

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: Mouse is required

English,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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First minutes and already hate it. RUSSIAN

Просто божественная игра, как выведены все текстуры, просто замечательный сюжет, а самое главное это
РЕАЛИСТИЧНОСТЬ. Можно почувствовать себя настоящим волком дикой стаи и охотиться на пендосов пожирая их
кишки, лучший симулятор, что есть на свете. LOVE THIS GAME

PENDOSINA

Simply divine play as withdrawn all textures, just a wonderful story, and most importantly it is realistic. You can feel like a real
wild wolf pack and hunt pendosov devouring their guts, the best simulator that is in the world. LOVE THIS GAME. The
Invisible Hours is a really great VR told experience.

As I walked into the mansion, I noticed a guy looking around the corner looking all guilty like...so I "observed" him instead of
the main dialogue. Cool take on story telling.

Which means some replayability...but only to hear/see different people during the main story.
. Father esport game, this game had been around FOREVER!! Best proof that simpler is better. All skill based, no clunky
graphics in the way, pure skill based fun and competition. I'm very nostalgic about this game, but please give it a try and you will
fall in love. As soon as the comunity picks back up, i'm sure it will be as fun as before.

I strongly reccommend that you try it, worst case you lost 2 minutes of your life downloading it.

See you on the field !. I have played all the versions since Cricket Caption 3 and each year the game engine becomes more
realistic. This years version brought more training options and more domestic leagues. Best Cricket Sim available by far. I very
much enjoyed this title when I first got it a couple years ago when I first got my HTC Vive. Unfortunately, it seems the dev
team have abandoned this title since there are many complaints in this game's forums mentioning that the moons and planets do
not appear when in tour mode, I agree, I just got a Samsung Odyssey Plus (Windows Mixed Reality) and I'm having that
problem too. In the forums, I haven't seen any comment from the Dev team about possibly fixing this title. This is so
unfortunate for a pretty cool title.
DO NOT waste your money on this title, chances are it will not work for you, Vive Pro, Oculus Rift and Windows Mixed
Reality users are all complaining about this problem.. It is a nice puzzle game with little bit of precision. I found myself stuck a
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few times because I tried to think too much outside the box. Can't wait for the multiplayer.. Although this game is old it is still
fun to play and good AI (in my opinion) Get it when it's on sale for only 2.99. I enjoyed the game.
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The game is pretty great, but I can't give it that great of a reveiw because it doesn't let you use full screen, and that makes it hard
for people like me that play on thier TV and back in a chair away from that TV. What is the meaning of this?. I'd rather play Big
Rigs, than this game.. A highly detailed sim but a flawed experience that shows it's age a bit too much.
Great fun if you are a spreadsheet management fan but likely similar to watching paint dry if you are an action / arcade sports
fan.
Me, I liked this game and will return to it in time but it needs a few more roster options, editor/scenario options etc so one can
more easily play the game to their liking.
There exist other detailed management sims where I can play or DL rosters from any decade and play from the historical start
point I choose, I can't here.
Trades and roster flexibility are sometimes questionable with an overly cautious and inactive AI, (an AI being obstinate or
refusing to engage is not a challenge and often lessens the experience, sometimes just for curiosity I would offer 2 first rounders
for a mediocre middle aged talent and still get no bites - being that sleepy this is just bad AI).
Game day tactics and player use options are plentiful, here the AI does a much better job giving you a challenge.
Lot's of fun trying to maintain a dynasty or rebuild a bottom team can be had

Fans of genre: 9/ 10
General sports fans: 6.5/ 10
General gamers (sorry) 3/ 10. Fun concept, but lag I experienced was bad. This game claims to be multiplayer but there are no
real-time connections. The multiplayer connection is archaic to say the least and requires players to download files outside of
the game, open the game, save and upload files back to a commissioner. Ridiculous! Pretty sure FHM2007 had the ability to run
real-time connections - which I have countless hours playing with friends. I would not have spent $40 on this game had I known,
nor would I have purchased a copy for a friend as well! This is crap.. We cannot start this game with QWERTY keyboard... this
game have AZERTY keyboard in default. We cannot play if we have an QWERTY.
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